1

Across
1 Solve a murder
and you need it to
listen (7)

14

11 Ancestry starts to
rub off on The
Simpsons (5)

28 Devoted seal near
to suffocating or
otherwise ending
(5)

17

26

32

25 So certain about
responses (9)

16

25

14 City food store
stocks the
stuffing (5)

23 Number 501
ultimately
succeeding it (5)

15

22

30

22 Keep dropping a
pen (3)

12

21

12 Tito again
fermented unrest
(9)

21 Supply online
joke? (5)

5

6

7

8

13

18

19

20

10 A church is one
(3)

20 Rub with energy
for a meaning (7)

4

10

11

9 Sing loudly after
hitting engine
part (7,4)

19 Ice cold mountain
(5)

3

9

5 Quote: "It takes
me back!" is
English (7)

17 Primarily and in
reality it's mainly
nitrogen (3)

2

32 Honour the
Queen's kitchen
appliance (7)
33 Diplomatic
climbdown made
ten tearful to
some extent (7)
Down

23

27

33

Cretan wrongly
imprisoned in
labyrinthine den
(9)
7 Dreaming I’m a
US soldier with
no head in the
capital of
Grenada (9)
8 Foot of crucifix
avoided by
superficial
immortal (7)

2 Charger cut short
German banker
taking over (5)

13 Get chasing good
sparkle (7)

30 Ultimately made
angel trim tree (3)

4 Hot rock
amalgam on the
rise leaves
Tinseltown (5)

31 Stretching green
mantle is out of
order (11)

5 Freeze National
Insurance for old
Britons! (5)
6 Captivated

29

31

1 Put up with close
rude shenanigans
(7)

3 Checks rules for
the listener (5)

28

24

15 Sickness trouble
returns assuming
28 countries
make mistake (9)
16 Setter's copyright
is first to be put
in and is ready to
go (9)

17 Fool is clearly
grossly evasive at
heart (3)
18 Fish finger (3)
21 Hemingway, say,
haunted by a
grave (7)
24 Room rate
scrapped
following the
opening (7)
26 Bananas galore
without a viewer
(5)
27 Scrap diseased
herds (5)
28 Disappeared after
crop top split (5)
29 Poem about film
theatre (5)

